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Abstract:

A new forcefield model was developed for modeling phosphate materials that

many important applications in the electronics and biomedical industries. Molecular

have

dynamics simulations of a series of lithium phosphate glass compositions were performed

using the new forcefield model. A high concentration of three member rings (P303) was

found in the glass of intermediate composition (0.2 LizO . 0.8 P205) that corresponds to the

minimum in the glass transition temperature curve for the compositional series.
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Among the common glass-forming oxides (e.g. SiOz, BZOS),phosphorous

pentoxide (PZ05) and its glass-formation process are the least understood. Yet,

phosphate-based materials are important for a variety of applications. The low glass-

transition temperature (T~)and high thermal-expansion coefficients of phosphate glasses

make them candidate materials for glass-metal sealing applications (1), while desirable

optical properties, such as the rare-earth stimulated-emission cross sections, low thermal-

optical coefficients, and ultraviolet transparency, also make them important for laser
I

glasses (2). Recent developments of novel compositions for fast-ion conductors (2), as

well as uses in biomedical applications (3), have prompted further studies of phosphate

glasses.

Knowledge of structure-property relationships is the key to tailoring phosphate

materials for specific applications. However, in phosphate glasses, these relationships

have not received adequate attention because of difficulties in materials preparation. Ultra-

phosphate glass compositions, with high PZOScontents (> 50% P20~) are highly

hydroscopic, making preparation di~cult, as well as presenting challenges in material

characterization. Due to these difficulties, a relatively limited number of structural

characterizations have been reported (4,5), including X-ray and neutron scattering, Raman

and IR spectroscopes, and solid state NMR studies. From these investigations,

considerable progress has been made in understanding short-range and, to some extent,

medium-range structures in phosphate glasses. However, a detailed understanding of

certain composition-property relationships is lacking, for example, the strongly non-linear

T~-alkali content relationship observed experimentally in the alkali ultraphosphate solid

solution series (5j. Development of these relationships may prove critical for future

material design.

Computational approaches have the advantage of bypassing many aspects of the

experimental difficulties. In particular, molecular dynamics simulations can be used
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effectively to relate physical properties to structural details within the glass. When a proper

interatomic interaction model is established, structural details of the given system can be

examined in any given scope (e.g. influence of alkali metal or alkali content on T~). Such

effort will build an important bridge between chemical composition, whose characteristics

will be manifested in structural and dynamic properties, and certain property variations that

are yet to be understood.

In molecular dynamic (MD) simulations, creating a reliable forcefield is the first and

most important step in modeling the interatomic interactions that dictate the observational

physical properties. h previous MD simulation of metal phosphate glasses (6), forcefield

models considering primarily two-body interaction models have been used. These models
?

$QL’ -
explicitly incorporate electrostatic (Cotilombic) and repulsive interactions to describe the

chemical bonding between neighboring atoms. They enjoy a certain level of success in

simulating structures of meta- and pyrophosphate glasses (of the compositions, Mn+V~-

POa and Mn+z.. PO~, respectively; M is a metal ion of valence n+), in which the POAbasic

building units are less severely distorted. A potentially useful interaction model has also

been proposed in a molecular mechanics simulation of phosphate biominerals (7). In

addition to the two-body interaction terms, three-body interactions involving O-P-O and P-

O-P angle-bendings were also included. Structural properties were reproduced reasonably

well using this model. However, as this forcefield requires separate parameterizations

when oxygen atoms are in different structural environments (terminal or non-bridging vs.

bridging), manual identification of these different O species is required. This ieads to

difficulties in MD simulations, particularly at high temperature where active bond breaking

and bond reforming processes occur.

These difficulties in modeiing

electron configuration of the P atom.

phosphate, chemistry sterns from the outer-shell

Similar to Si, P tends to form sp3 hybridization in
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phosphate compounds. As there are five valence electrons, the tetrahedrally hybridized

orbitals are intrinsically anisotropic. This is particularly evident in the structure of

phosphorous pentaoxide, P20s. Among the four P-O bonds associates with each P atom,

three are bridging, p-oh, forming –P-O-P– connectivity, whereas the fourth constitutes’the

terminal P=O bonds with a significant n-bond character. While the bond distances (8) for

the three p-oh are similar, between 1.56-1.60 A, that of the P=O bond is considerably

shorter, in the, range of 1.43-1.45 ~. These variations in P-O bond lengths poses a

serious challenge in the modeling of the material in two aspects. First, a forcefield needs

to be constructed such that the asymmetry in the structure can be effectively handled; and

second, a mechanism needs to be in place to distinguish the P=O bond from the other P-

ob bonds. This second aspect is especially important with high temperature simulations

where the active bond breaking and reformation will dominate.

In the present work, we propose a forcefield model that describes explicit two- and

three-body interactions, which is capable of distinguishing P-oh from P=O bonding while

simultaneously treating all the O atoms identically. A Lennard-Jones potential function was

used to describe the short-range two-body interactions in addition to the usual Coulombic

interaction. The following format of the Lennard-Jones potential was adopted

EU =DO[(~)’2 –2(9 ] (1)

in which r represents interatomic distance, r. and DO are adjustable parameters.

The three-body terms include O-P-O and P-O-P interactions. The O-P-O term is to

maintain the tetrahedral angles in the P04 tetrahedral. It has the form
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in which, 13is the actual O-P-O angle in the simulated structure, ~ is the equilibrium

tetrahedral angle oi

the same analytical

pararneterization.

109.47°, and lq is a parameter to be determined. The P-O-P term has

form as equation 2 eycept that the equilibrium angle, &, requires

Two known room temperature-stable structures of the PzO~(otthorhombic)

crystalline phases (&$were used in determining the unknown parameters in equations

and 2. The program GULP (9) was used in the parameter-fitting processes. The two

structures of the P205 crystalline phases were used simultaneously in the fitting. The

.

1

forcefield parameters were initially fitted using formal charges for each ion. However, while

the model reproduced the structure of the crystalline phases well, it failed to provide valid

thermodynamic values. It is known that phosphate compounds, like silicates,” possess

considerable covalent characteristics ( 10). Due to this strong covalent character, the

effective ionic charges of the component atoms are effectively reduced. In a forcefield

model, the electrostatic interaction is by far the most dominant force in holding the atoms

together (accounts for over 90% of the total potential energy when formal charges are

used to model the phosphate compounds). The use of formal charges will grossly

exaggerate the binding energy of the system and fail to reproduce experimental

thermodynamics values. One consequence is that glass-transition temperatures and

melting temperatures are considerably overestimated in comparison to those observed ‘“

(f 1).Therefore, in order to obtain reasonable thermodynamics parameters, such as T~, it

is critical to use partial effective charges in the MD simulation.

Effective ionic charges can be determined experimentally using high-resolution X-

ray diffraction (if the material is well crystallized). Alternatively, the charges can be.

calculated in a first-principle molecular orbital calculation (1O) of a cluster representation of
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the crystalline material. [n their Harttree-Fork calculation of the electron structure of the

PzO~cluster, Uchino and Ogata found that all four O-atoms in a POAtetrahedron, be the

individual O-atom bridging or terminal, have very similar effective charge between -0.73-

-0.87. This result provides some support that, ionically, the O-atoms in the POd ‘

tetrahedron are not vastiy different. The difference between the bridging and terminal O-

atoms is absorbed in the covalent part of the corresponding bonds.

The effective charge of 1.85 as calculated for P-atom by Uchino and Ogata was

adopted. The effective charge for O-atom was calibrated to the effective P charge to be

-0.74 to maintain electro-neutrality. This effective charge of the O-atom corresponds to the

lower margin of the calculated charges for the O-atoms in Uchino and Ogata’s work. The

effective charge for the Li metal was calculated accordingly to be 0.37. Force field

parameters were adjusted based on the reduced charges. The final’fitted parameters are

given in Table 1.

Forcefield model and parameters are also needed for the alkali metal. Only two-

body interactions between the Li- and the O-atoms are considered, again using the

Lennard-Jones potential model. In determining the Li-O interaction parameters, the

structure (8) of a crystalline Li-metaphosphate, LiP03, was used. The fitted parameters are

included in Table 1.

Molecular dynamics simulations were preformed using the Cerius2 software

package and the OFF energy program (Molecular Simulations Inc.). Six compositions in

the solid solution series, x Li20 . (l-x) PzO~,x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, were

considered. Fourany given composition in the series, a rectangular simulation box

containing a total of 300 to 400 atoms was generated while maintaining a density as

observed experimentally for similar composition. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied to eliminate edge effects. The atomic positions were randomized, and the total

energy of the simulation cell was minimized, using the forcefieid model and
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parameterization developed in the present work. A molecular dynamics simulation using

constant volume and temperature (NW) canonical ensemble was then performed at 3000

K where active melting was observed for,all compositions under study. A thermal bath was
.

used to maintain the temperature of the simulation cell using the Hoover (12) scheme. The

Newtonian equation of motion was integrated for every one femtosecond time step. A total

of 50000 steps of integration was used to equilibrate the system, corresponding to a total

simulation length of 50 ps. During the simulation, atom connectivities were updated every

10 steps to ensure that active bond breaking and bond reforming processes be allowed

while simultaneously two- and three-body interaction energies were calculated for each

new configuration during the dynamic process. The system was then quenched from 3000

K to 300 Kin 500 K intervals (the last step from 500 K to 300 K). Each step lasting 7 ps,

corresponding to a quench rate of -7.1 x 101’ K/s. Once at 300 K, the system was

equilibrated for an additional 50 ps.

As a test of the robustness of the forcefield model and the corresponding

parameterization, the simulation of vitreous P20~ was examined in detail. Under NVT

condition at 300 K, the system pressure and its variation over time is monitored, while the

density of the glass was maintained at the experimentally observed value. The pressure

fluctuation over a period of 50 ps was essentially zero, indicating no stress at room

temperature.

The validation of the forcefield model can a!so be determined by comparing the

experimentally observed short-range structure, which is available for P205 crystals and

glass, with those obtained through simulation. ,The short range P-O distance distribution

can be represented using radial distribution function (RDF), which is essentially the

probability of finding an atom at a give radial dis,tance from the central atom. For the PZ05

crystalline phase that was simulated at 300 K, the RDF for the first coordination sphere of

the P-O atom pairs (Fig. 1a) clearly shows distinction of the shorter P=O and the longer P-
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0~ bonds, in an abundance ratio of 1:3. The bond distance for the P=O bond is 1.41 ~, as

compared to the experimentally observed of 1.445- 1.452 ~, whereas the average of the

P-0~ bonds is 1.55 A, comparable to the experimentally observed 1.562 - 1.583A (8). In

the quenched P205 glass, the P-O distance distribution also shows a split (Fig. 1b) in the

P-O distance distribution, albeit the distinction is much more diffuse due to the amorphous

nature of the system and the relatively fast quench rate. The average P-O distance is 1.57

~, comparable to the experimentally determined 1.58A (5). The P-O-P angle of the PzO~

glass was also modeled well with the forcefield. The experimentally determined (5) P-O-P

angle is 137* 3°, while the simulated being 137° (Fig. It).

One of the questions we tried to answer in our present simulation is what controls

the non-linear T~variation as a function of composition of the alkaii ultraphosphate glass, x

Li20 . (1 - x) PZOS.The glass-transition temperature can be determined by monitoring the

volume-temperature relationship while keeping the pressure constant. This approach

provides a computational analogue to the experimental determination of T~ using

dilotometry. A similar approach has been used in monitoring the T~ variation in polymers

(13). Figure 2a shows the specific volume-temperature relationship simulated for the P,O~

glass as an NPT ensemble (constant pressure and temperature at each given temperature

step). A slope change of the linearly-regressed V-T data indicates a T~ of 628 K for the

simulated system. This T~ is close to the experimentally observed of 653 K (5). T~’s for the

other glass compositions were determined similarly, and are plotted in Figure 2b. It can be

seen that, although the simulated T~’s are in general lower than the experimentally

observed ones, the overall trend of the experimentally observed (5) T~ behavior was

reproduced. Glass transition temperature at both ends of the solid solution series are

relatively high, whereas at - 20% LizO, a minimum in T~ is evident.
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The molecular-level controlling force behind T9 behavior for phosphate glasses is

puzzling and has been the subject of much debate. With the MD simulation results, it is

possible to examine this behavior using the simulated glass structures, particularly from

the medium-range structural point of view. Figure 3 shows a structural representation of
.

the glass of composition 0.2 Li20. 0.8 PzO~. One of the unique structural features of this

composition is the formation of 3-membered rings (rings formed by 3 corner-shared PQ4

tetrahedral). In fact, this composition has by far the highest concentration of 3-membered

rings (Fig. 4). Towards both ends of the solid solution series, the concentration of this 3-

membered ring decreases rapidly. Simultaneously, the ring size increases until chains

dominate (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The highest concentration of 3-membered rings coincides

with the lowest T~ observed both experimentally and computationally for the composition

of 0.2 Li20 .0.8 P205.

A recent Raman spectroscopic Study (5) of equivalent compositions of phosphate

glasses provides experimental evidence that supports the existence of ring-structures in

the glass. For compositions with 10-35 mol % Li20 (x= 0.10- 0.35), high frequency

shoulders were observed on the Raman lines of both the symmetric and asymmetric

stretches of non-bridging P-O bonds. Their appearance on the high frequency side of the

main stretching bands suggests strained structures. Similar features were found in borate

and large surface area silicate glasses (14), and were, backed by high-level ab initiai

calculation (14), attributed to vibrationaliy-decoupled three- and four-member tetrahedral

rings. Relative stabiiity of different ring configurations in silicate glasses was recently

examined using molecular orbital calculations (15). The heats of formation were found to\

become more negative (towards more stable configurations) as ring size grows from 2-to

6-memebers. This suggests that the glass composition that has the most abundant small

rings is the least thermodynamically stable. The three-member ring is the smallest ring
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size revealed in the molecular dynamics simulation of the Li-phosphate glasses, and the

composition, 0.2 Li20 .0.8 P205, has the highest abundance of such rings. This structural

feature strongly correlates with the composition that corresponds to the lowest glass
.

transition temperature.

The molecular dynamics simulations based on the new forcefield provide a strong

molecular-based model for the interpretation of the structure and thermodynamic

properties of phosphate glasses. The ability to obtain equilibrated glass structures and

monitor their dilatancy at constant pressure provides a unique method for the

characterization of glass formation temperatures. Furthermore, the occurrence of a stable

phosphate ring structure at the minimum of the T~ curve emphasizes the role of the alkali

metal in controlling the structure and thermodynamic properties of the glass, and perhaps

be used to predict structure-property relations and, ultimately, design new phosphate

materials.

...
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Interatomic distances and angles simulated for the P20S crystalline and glass

phases. a: Radial distribution function (RDF) of P-O atom pair in the PzO~crystalline ‘

phase; b: RDF of P-O atom pair in the P20Sglass phase; c: bond-angle distribution in the

PzO~glass phase,

Figure 2. Glass-transition temperature (T~) in the lithium phosphate glass, X L@ “ (1-x)

P20~. a. Volume-temperature relationship of the simulated PZ05 glass; b. Variation of T~ as

a function of composition. Solid circle: simulated; open circle: experimentally observed (4).

Figure 3. Structure of the glass composition, 0.2 Li20 -0.8 P205. Notice the 3-member

rings (some of them highlighted in green; see the enlarged representation in the inset) in

the structure. Purple = P; red= O; yellow = Li.

...

Figure 4. Distribution of the abundance of various sized rings as a function of composition

in the alkali phosphate glass, x Li20 . (1-x) P205.

Figure 5. Glass structure of the end-member compositions of the alkali phosphate glass, x

Li20 . (l-x) PzO~.a: x = 0.0; b: x = 0.5. Purple= P; red= O; yellow = Li. Notice the

dominance of chains in the structure (one of the chains being highlighted in green in each

picture).
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Table 1.Force field parameters determined
See text for definition of the parameters.

empirically.

Two-body
Interaction Do (eV) ro (A)

p 1.85_ ~ -0.74 0.004251 2.1550
~ -0.74_ ~ -0.74 0.012185 - 3.2743
~ 0.37_ ~ -0.74 0.0006680 2.8890

Three-body .
Interaction b (eV/rad2) 6 (0)

o- P-o 3.5401 109.47
P-o-P 20.9326 135.58

...
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